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Operating 365 days a year, 24 hours a day the Red Dog Mine is the biggest 
private employer in the Northwest Artic Borough of Alaska, an area of 
105,539 sq. klm. with a population of around 7,000. . 
 
In a case surrounding the mine and air pollution Chief Justice John Roberts 
litigated in a classic fight between the state and the federal government.  
Considered one of the best American advocates of his time, he 
wrote:- 
 
“For generations, Inupiat Eskimos hunting and fishing in the De Long 
Mountains in Northwest Alaska had been aware of orange and red stained 
creek beds in which fish could not survive.  In the 1950s a bush pilot and part-
time prospector by the name of Bob Baker noticed striking discoloration in the 
hills and creek beds of a wide valley in the western De Long.  Unable to land 
his plane on the rocky tundra to investigate, Baker alerted the US Geological 
Survey.  Exploration of the area eventually led to the discovery of a wealth of 
zinc and lead deposits.  Although Baker died before the significance of his 
observations became known, his faithful traveling companion – an Irish 
Setter, who often flew shotgun - was immortalized by the geologist who 
dubbed the creek Baker had spotted “Red Dog Creek” 
 
The Alaska Mining Hall of Fame states that Robert (Bob) Baker settled in 
Alaska in 1946 investing in a geological and prospecting course at the 
University of Alaska’s School of Mines. By 1949 he had moved to Kotzebue 
as a US Fish and Wildlife Service enforcement agent.  During the mid-1950’s 
he was a pilot for Wien Airlines and married his wife Marjorie.  During the 
early 60s Bob became acquainted with geologist Irv Tailleur of the US 
Geological Survey who was mapping the De Long Mountain northwest of 
Kotzebue. .Flying over the area, Bob with his dog O’Malley as companion he 
had often observed the unusual red coloration of a creek and persuaded 
Tailleur to investigate.   
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In August 1968 Tailleur’s survey report indicated the lead and zinc deposits in 
the area and named the Red Dog Creek and what was to become the Red 
Dog Mine after Bob’s red Irish Terrier not his red Irish Setter as Chief 
Justice Roberts had claimed 
 

                    
                                        Bob Baker with his aircraft 

 
Bob Baker did not live  to see the benefits the find would bring to his family of 
seven children and the community as a whole as he was killed in a flying 
accident while on a mercy mission In March 1968, Nevertheless four of his 
children still benefit from the Red Dog Mine. Daughter Lori Henry is with 
NANNA Regional Corporation (one of 13 Alaskan Native Regional 
Corporations) owners of the mine.  Son Mike is General Manager of Tuuq 
Drilling LLC – the prime drilling contractor, Andy is involved with aviation in 
the Kotzebue area and John is a professional dog musher sponsored by the 
Red Dog Mine and winner of the 2011 Iditarod Sled Dog Race in the record 
breaking time of 8 days, 19 hours, 46 minutes and 30 seconds. 

              
                 John Baker mushing the Red Dog Mine sponsored team 
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